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Power system stability with parallel active filter

ensuring compensation of capacitive reactive power

of a resonant LC circuit
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Abstract. This paper presents an analysis allowing for the determination of the differential equation describing the circuit of the active filter

inverter output current control with an additional measurement of input voltage. The resulting equation allows to determine the conditions

that ensure stable operation of the filter with the load in form of a resonant LC circuit. Analysis results were confirmed by computer

simulation and experimental studies of commercial active filter.
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1. Introduction

Recently, because of increasing demand in respect to power

quality and smart Grids development [1], the importance of

active filters has been continuously growing.

This article is a continuation of the discussion presented in

[2] concerning the stability of a power system with an active

filter, compensating capacitive reactive power load containing

the elements of a purely capacitive nature (cables, capacitors).

The analysis presented in this article relates to the power sys-

tem with a hybrid filter [3], in which the active filter besides

reduction of deformation power is supposed to compensate

the phase shift reactive power introduced by a passive LC fil-

ter capacitor. In the case of an unstable operation each active

filter should be automatically disconnected from the grid, but

in such systems as hybrid filters, a stable operation must be

ensured.

One solution to ensure the stability of the hybrid filter

is to program an active filter operation [4–6] so that it does

not compensate the LC circuit resonant frequency compo-

nents. Another solution to the problem of stability of a sys-

tem with the LC resonant branch is to separate the com-

ponent proportional to the current of the resonance branch

from the reference signal for the output current of an ac-

tive filter, but this means no compensation of a component

of the displacement reactive power absorbed by the resonant

circuit.

This article describes another solution for a stable power

supply system with a hybrid filter. It involves feeding to the

active filter current controller input the signal proportional to

the voltage measured at the terminals of the filter on the AC

voltage signal, its derivative and the derivative of the signal

of the load current.

2. The equations describing filter output current

control loop

Figure 1 shows schematic diagram of the analyzed power sys-

tem with hybrid filters, whereas Fig. 2 shows the equivalent

circuit of an active filter control system, together with a feed-

back system – which ensures the stability of the filter with

capacitive load. The active filter is based on the FLC type

three-level voltage inverter with variable potential capacitors.

The filter compensates higher harmonics in current drawn

by nonlinear load (6D converter) and capacitive reactive pow-

er generated of the passive LpCp filter.

The control system shown in Fig. 2. with the voltage regu-

lator in the DC circuit implements the algorithm described in

the literature [7]. Supervisory uDC voltage regulator stabilizes

it to the set value, proportional to U∗

DC . Unit signals u1ref ,

u2ref , u3ref are in phase with the power supply voltages us1,

us2, us3 which causes the controller output signal to set ampli-

tude and phase (0 or π rad) of the sine component of inverter

output currents. Such a control ensures discharging or charg-

ing CDC capacitor in transient conditions, associated with the

change of an active power consumed by the load. The active

filter operates in an open system, which means that it uses

the signals of the load currents. These controls provide a very

short reproduction time of setpoint signals (ui1ref , ui2ref ,

ui3ref ) setting the filter inverter output current at changes of

the active power of the receiver. This is tantamount to a short

voltage regulation time in the DC circuit of an active filter.

Systems of band-stop filters with ωs pulsation shunted by

S1, S2, S3 switches allow for programming two modes of

a filter operation: with compensation of passive displacement

power (S1, S2, S3 conducting) or without compensation of

passive displacement power (S1, S2, S3 open).
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the analyzed system with active filter

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of active filter control system
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of M1 modulator

The proposed method of stabilizing operation of the pow-

er system allows maintaining of these dynamic properties of

the filter. The input of current regulator takes the feedback

signals proportional to the inverter output currents, signals

proportional to the voltage measured at the terminals on the

AC side of the inverter, their derivatives, and the signals pro-

portional to the derivative of the load current. The task of the

bandpass filter with lower pulsation ωd (larger than the pulsa-

tion ωs of phase voltages) and the upper ωg pulsation (lower

than the resonant circuit pulsation of LfCf circuit) placed at

the output of sum of Proportional-Derivative Block (kup, kud)
output and Derivative Block (kid) output is to eliminate the

impact of components outside its frequency response on the

filter operation. As follows from further consideration, addi-

tional feedbacks with kup, kud, kid coefficients can optimize

the coefficients values of the differential equation describing

the power system with active filter.

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of three level inverter

modulator with an additional uCFL leveling voltage regula-

tion and stabilization [8]. Each of the modulators M1, M2,

M3 consists of two comparators (K1, K2) and logic system

(U1 ÷ U5). The modulator uses two synchronized by usyn

sawtooth waveform carrier signal uP1, uP2 of different polar-

ities, fed to the inverting inputs of comparators. This solution

improves the shape of the formed output current of the in-

verter. The control system forces the inverter operating states

that are described by a pair of signals Q2, Q1. KF nonlinear

system, whose output signal F indicates the exceeded limit

value of error δUCFL and taking additionally into account

the current polarity if1, decides on the state of the modulator

output (Q2, Q1) for the middle level.

Inverter operation is synchronized by usyn impulses,

whose front edges determine the moments of reading in the

ur control value, in order to determine the pair of voltage

at its output and the choice of operation mode. The falling

edges of the uK1 or uK2 signal correspond to the choice

of another operation mode. Sampling frequency is two times

higher than the average switching frequency of inverter tran-

sistors.

Fig. 4. Equivalent circuit of one phase of the supply system with

hybrid filter

The schematic diagram of the supply system with active

filter shown in Fig. 1 can be, by omitting Ll1, Ll2, Ll3 in-

ductances (these inductance are lower by an order than the

corresponding inductance Lf1, Lf2, Lf3), simplified for each

phase to the diagram shown in Figure4. The Ls, Cf , Lf ,

Lp, Cp inductances and capacitances of one-phase system are

equal to Ls1, Ls2, Ls3, Cf1, Cf2, Cf3, Lf1, Lf2, Lf3, Lp1,

Lp2, Lp3, Cp1, Cp2, Cp3 inductances and capacitances of the

three-phase system, respectively.

Based on the equivalent diagrams shown in Figs. 1–4 for

any phase one can write:

uf =

(

uiref − kif if − kupu − kud

du

dt
+ kiokid

dio
dt

)

KR,

(1)

KR is equivalent gain of the proportional controller in the

circuit,

KR =
KruDC(1 − tdeadfsyn)

2UT

, (2)

where fsyn is the frequency of the auxiliary sawtooth voltage

with a maximum value of UT , uf is the average value of

phase inverter output voltage for Tsyn = 1/fsyn period of

output phase inverter voltage, tdead is the minimum time of

simultaneous switch on of transistors of each pair forming a

switching circuit in the inverter branches.
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The introduction of a third feedback signal to the sum-

ming node of current controller, proportional to the deriva-

tive of the load current by a factor kid, is to ensure the ability

to obtain appropriate values of the coefficients of the charac-

teristic equation of the expected fourth order. If we assume

that:

uf = Lf

dif
dt

+ u. (3)

Then (1) can be written in new form (4):

kif if = uiref − kupu − kud

du

dt

+kiokid

dio
dt

−
1

KR

(

Lf

dif
dt

+ u

)

.
(4)

In these relations the following sum of two components con-

stitutes the uiref reference signal for if :

uiref = unkMuref + kioio. (5)

Considering (5) in relation (4) we obtain:

kif if − unkMuref − kioio + kupu + kud

du

dt

−kiokid

dio
dt

+
1

KR

Lf

dif
dt

+
1

KR

u = 0.

(6)

After differentiation of both side of Eq. (6) with reference to

time we obtain:

kif

dif
dt

− kM

d

dt
(un ∗ uref) − kio

dio
dt

+ kup

du

dt

+kud

d2u

dt2
− kiokid

d2io
dt2

+
1

KR

Lf

d2if
dt2

+
1

KR

du

dt
= 0.

(7)

Based on diagram for one phase (Fig. 4) we can write the

equation for currents:

is = icf − if + ip + ipr. (8)

Particular currents are described by the following relations:

icf = Cf

du

dt
, (9)

is =
1

Ls

t
∫

to

(us − u)dτ + is(to), (10)

u = Lp

dip
dt

+
1

Cp

t
∫

to

ipdτ + ucp(to), (11)

io = ip + ipr. (12)

From Eqs. (8) and (9) we can determine the first and second

derivative of if current:

dif
dt

= Cf

d2u

dt2
+

dip
dt

+
dipr

dt
−

dis
dt

, (13)

d2if
dt2

= Cf

d3u

dt3
+

d2ip
dt2

+
d2ipr

dt2
−

d2is
dt2

. (14)

After substituting (10)–(14) to (7) we obtain the differential

equation, describing – with these principles – active filter op-

eration with the adopted control:

LfCfLp

KR

d5ip
dt5

+ Lp (kifCf + kud)
d4ip
dt4

+

KR

(

kup −
kiokid

Lp

)

+1+
Lf

Ls

+
Lf

Lp

(

1+
Cf

Cp

)

KR

Lp

d3ip
dt3

+

[

kif

(

1 +
Lp

Ls

+
Cf

Cp

)

− kio +
kud

Cp

]

d2ip
dt2

+
1

KRCp

(

kupKR + 1 +
Lf

Ls

)

dip
dt

+
kif

CpLs

ip

=
kif

Ls

dus

dt
+

Lf

KRLs

d2us

dt2
+ (kio − kif )

d2ipr

dt2

+kiokid

(

1 +
Lf

KR

)

d3ipr

dt3
+ kM

d2

dt2
(unuref ).

(15)

The right-hand side of the equation contains ingredients

linked to extortion, which could include also – because of the

relatively large time constants of uDC voltage control loop

– un∗uref product of a derivative. In order to analyze the

conditions for stability of the system we can consider the

free differential equation under the additional assumption of

Cf = 0. Cf capacitance in the filters of three-level inverter

is very small and is designed for filtering of high frequency

component generated by the inverter. Omission of the capac-

ity Cf in further discussion is justified by of acute inequality

XLs + XLl ≪ XCf , which holds for the expected frequency

of oscillations in unstable operation states, almost equal to the

resonant frequency fp,res of LpCp passive filter. In [3, 9] this

capacity for analysis of active filter operation was omitted.

d4ip
dt4

+

KR

(

kup −
kiokid

Lp

)

+ 1 +
Lf

Ls

+
Lf

Lp

kudKR

d3ip
dt3

+

kif

(

1 +
Lp

Ls

)

− kio +
kud

Cp

kudLp

d2ip
dt2

+
kupKR + 1 +

Lf

Ls

kudKRCpLp

dip
dt

+
kif

kudCpLsLp

ip = 0.

(16)
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3. Conditions for stable operation of the circuit

Considering the following labels:

a3 =

kupKR + 1 −
kiokidKR

Lp

+
Lf

Ls

+
Lf

Lp

KRkud

, (17)

a2 =

kif

(

1 +
Lp

Ls

)

− kio +
kud

Cp

Lpkud

(18)

a1 =
kupKR + 1 +

Lf

Ls

KRCpLpkud

, (19)

a0 =
kif

CpLsLpkud

, (20)

Eq. (16) may be written in its canonic form:

d4ip
dt4

+ a3

d3ip
dt3

+ a2

d2ip
dt2

+ a1

dip
dt

+ a0ip = 0. (21)

4. Criteria for optimizing the control circuit

The specific equation for the differentiation equation show

above is:

s4 + a3s
3 + a2s

2 + a1s + a0 = 0. (22)

According to [10] if the specific equation (22) has a mul-

tiple root, the transient component waveforms in the control

system are aperiodically critical. This condition also means

zero value of oscilatibility of the control system (zero over-

shot of the transient component). According to [11], the short-

est recovery time for a given geometric average of real roots

occurs when the characteristic Eq. (22) has one multiple root.

Let us assume that Eq. (22) has one real quadruple root

so. We can then write:

s4 + a3s
3 + a2s

2 + a1s + a0 = (s − so)
4
. (23)

After bringing the right side of the equation into a poly-

nomial form and comparing the corresponding coefficients of

the left and right sides of equations, we obtain the dependen-

cies, fulfillment of which ensures the existence of a single

quad root:

a0 =
a2

2

36
, (24)

a2 =
3

8
a2

3
, (25)

a1 =
a3

3

16
. (26)

If we assume the following label

ao = ω4

o, (27)

whereby ωo means own system vibration pulsation, then we

can write the specific equation in a new form:

s4 + 4ωos
3 + 6ω2

os
2 + 4ω3

os + ω4

o = 0. (28)

The determined coefficients in the specific equation ensure

that there is a quadruple real root, which ensures the stability

criterion of aperiodic control system. Table 1 gives the opti-

mal polynomials of different orders (n = 2, 3, 4, 5) to ensure

fulfillment of this criterion, and to compare polynomials [12]

to ensure the minimization of ITAE integral criterion (“the

integrity of time multiplied by the value absolute of error”).

The transient behavior in a system fulfilling ITAE are charac-

terized by considerably shorter regulation time but with high

overshot value.

Table 1

n criterion of aperiodic stability ITAE criterion

2 s2 + 2ωos + ω2
o s2 + 1.41ωos + ω2

o

3 s3 + 3ωos2 + 3ω2
os + ω3

o s3 + 1.75ωos2 + 2.1ω2
os + ω3

o

4
s4 + 4ωos3 + 6ω2

os2

+4ω3
os + ω4

o

s4 + 2.1ωos3 + 3.4ω2
os2

+2.7ω3
os + ω4

o

5
s5 + 5ωos4 + 10ω2

os3+

10ω3
os2 + 5ω4

os + ω5
o

s5 + 2.8ωos4 + 5ω2
os3+

5.5ω3
os2 + 3.4ω4

os + ω5
o

The parameters describing the behavior of the transient

component (recovery time, overshoot) in the system that sat-

isfies the aperiodic stability criterion in the general case are

similar to those in the system that satisfies the other integral

criterion, given in the literature [12] as IAE (“integral of ab-

solute value of error”). IAE criterion, compared to aperiodic

stability criterion, provides greater control with higher oscil-

lations but with less regulation time.

For the ITAE criterion we obtain:

a0,ITAE =
a2

2,ITAE

11.56
, (29)

a2,ITAE = 0.77a2

3,ITAE, (30)

a1,ITAE =
a3

3,ITAE

3.43
. (31)

Coefficients kud, kup, and kid will be determined with the

following assumptions:

kio = kif = ki. (32)

With the condition (24) or (29) we obtain two solutions de-

scribing the kud coefficient as function of ao, a2 (or ao,ITAE ,

a2,ITAE) coefficients:

kud1,2 =

(

a2

2

2ao

− 1 ± 0.5

√

a2

2

ao

(

a2

2

ao

− 4

)

)

ki

LpCp

Ls

, (33)

kud1 = 33, 97ki

LpCp

Ls

. (34)

From studies of experimental and simulation studies it

stems that the values of kud1 calculated according to (34)

in practical terms, due to the distortion of the network from

other receivers, are too large and are hardly acceptable [2].

For further discussion kud2 coefficient is adopted marked

as kud. If we make mark:

λ =
a2

2

2ao

− 0.5

√

a2
2

ao

(

a2
2

ao

− 4

)

− 1. (35)

The we can write (33) as:

kud = λki

LpCp

Ls

. (36)
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From conditions (25), (26) or analogous (30), (31) and tak-

ing (35), (36) into account we obtain relations describing kup

and kid:

kup = σ
ki

√

LpCp

Ls

−

1 +
Lf

Ls

KR

, (37)

where

σ =

(

√

a2

3

a2

(1 + λ)λ

)3

a3

3

a1

λ2

(38)

and

kid = −γ
Lp

Ls

√

LpCp

+
Lp

kiKR

(

1 +
Lf

Ls

+
Lf

Lp

)

+
kupLp

ki

,

(39)

where

γ =
3

√

a3
3

a1

λ2σ. (40)

Table 2 lists λ, σ, γ coefficients for aperiodic stability and

ITAE criterions.

Table 2

λ σ γ

aperiodic stability 0.0294 1.657 0.284

ITAE 0.1 1.574 0.378

For uDC = 1100 V, Lp = 180 µH, Cp = 500 µF,

Cf = 40 µF,Lf = 160 µH, Ll = 0 µH, UT = 4.9 V, fsyn =
30 kHz, tdead = 2 us, Kr = 8.6 V/V (KR = 908 V/V),

ki = 0.005 V/A, we obtain values of kup, kud and kid listed

in Table 3.

Table 3

Ls [µH] kud [s] kup [V/V] kid [s]

aperiodic stability
100 1.3·10−7 0.022 8·10−4

200 0.64·10−7 0.011 4·10−4

ITAE
100 4.4·10−7 0.021 7·10−4

200 2.2·10−7 0.0097 4·10−4

Values of kud, kup and kid were determined in accordance

with the criterion of aperiodic stability , for which kud un-

doubtedly obtains a lower value compared to the value deter-

mined for ITAE. Voltage derivative signal sent to the current

controller input for large deformation of the mains voltage has

a negative impact on the quality of filtration. The quality of

filtration can be improved by substituting the signal propor-

tional to the derivative of the corresponding phase load cur-

rent for the signal proportional to the derivative of the passive

filter current. This is justified by assuming that the 6D rec-

tifier input currents represent 3-phase current source. Under

this assumption, equation (16) does not change. However, this

solution requires the installation of additional current sensors

in the branches of LpCp passive filter.

5. Simulation tests

Simulation tests were performer for kup = 0.022, kud =
1.3 · 10−7, kid = 8 · 10−4 (or kup = 0, kud = 0, kid = 0) co-

efficients determined according to aperiodic stability criterion

for Ls = 100 µH. For the generation of the current reference,

the switches S1, S2, S3 were conducting in Fig. 2. Figures 5

to 8 show waveforms of filter inverter output voltage (uf2),
input phase voltage (uc23), the current (ipr2) drawn by the

6D rectifier, current (ip2) drawn by the passive filter and the

current (is2) drawn from the supply grid for the four cases

presented in the respective figures:

1◦ Ro=1.5 Ω, kup=0, kud=0 and kid=0,

2◦ Ro=1.5 Ω, kup=0.022, kud=1.3 · 10−7, kid=8 · 10−4,

3◦ Ro=1.5 kΩ, kup=0, kud=0, kid=0,

4◦ Ro=1.5 kΩ, kup=0.022, kud=1.3 · 10−7, kid=8 · 10−4.

The waveforms shown in figures show that the power sup-

ply system with passive filter and active filter regardless of the

6D rectifier load stable operation of the system can be assured

by introducing feedbacks defined in article with coefficients

given in Table 3.

Fig. 5. Waveforms of voltages uf2, uc23 (1 kV/div) and currents

ipr2, if2, ip2, is2 (1 kA/div) for Ro = 1.5 Ω, kup = 0, kud = 0

and kid = 0

Fig. 6. Waveforms of voltages uf2, uc23 (1 kV/div) and currents

ipr2, if2, ip2, is2 (1 kA/div) for Ro = 1.5 Ω, kup = 0.022,

kud = 1.3 · 10
−7 and kid = 8 · 10

−4
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Fig. 7. Waveforms of voltages uf2, uc23 (1 kV/ div) and currents

ipr2, if2, ip2, is2 (1 kA/div) for Ro = 1.5 kΩ, kup = 0, kud = 0

and kid = 0

Fig. 8. Waveforms of voltages uf2, uc23 (1 kV/div) and currents

ipr2, if2, ip2, is2 (1 kA/div) for Ro = 1.5 kΩ, kup = 0.022,

kud = 1.3 · 10
−7 and kid = 8 · 10

−4

uf2 voltage is the output voltage of the central branch

of multilevel inverter, referring to the negative supply bus of

the inverter. Simulation results indicate correct filter opera-

tion. Total harmonics voltage distortion in comparison be-

tween voltages uc23 shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 is reduced

from 14.87% to 2.39%. The passive displacement power fac-

tor for the case of 6D rectifier load and stable operation of

the system is 0.999.

6. Experimental studies

In order to verify the correctness of the algorithm used FAW3-

200k-600 active filter produced in MEDCOM company was

studied.

The study was conducted for the following parameters:

uDC = 1100 V, Cp = 500 µF, Lp = 180 µH, (fp,res =
531 Hz), Cf = 40 µF, Lf = 160 µH, Ll = 17 µH,

Ls = 200 µH, UT = 3 V, fsyn = 20 kHz, tdead = 2 µs,

Kr = 6.8, (KR = 1196), ki = 0.005, kud = 0, kid = 0,

kup = 0.0075 (or kup = 0, kud = 0, kid = 0). For the gener-

ation of the current reference, the switches S1, S2, S3 were

open in Fig. 2. The tests were performer with resonant LpCp

branch without any load at the output of 6D converter.

Ls = 200 µH inductance corresponds to the total dissi-

pation inductance of the power supply and three-phase trans-

former with 200 kV output power (400 V/600 V) applied

power to the filter and load. Power supply receiver-active fil-

ter system through transformer allowed to test the system with

a filter having a rated voltage of 3 × 600 V and reduce the

impact of industrial network deformation on the results of the

study.

Waveforms examples taken in the system with active filter

are shown below. The picture shown in Fig. 9 shows the wave-

forms of output current of the inverter and the filter output

current (upper and middle waveform) and the Cf capacitor

current (bottom) in the state of active filter unstable opera-

tion, in the absence of feedback from the AC voltage at the

terminals of the filter. In a practical system the inverter out-

put current is limited to instantaneous value of 600 A, which

results in a current similar to triangular shape.

Fig. 9. Inverter output current waveform if2 (CH1:400 A/div), out-

put filter current il2 (CH2:500 A/div), and capacitor Cf2 current

icf2 (CH3:100 A/div) for kup = 0, kud = 0, kid = 0

The waveform shown in Fig. 10 shows the inverter output

current if2 for kup = 0.0075, kud = 0 and kid = 0.

Fig. 10. Inverter output current waveform if2 (CH3:40 A/div) for

kup = 0.0075, kud = 0, kid = 0
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The stability of the system was obtained by introducing

to the controller input only a signal proportional to the volt-

age measured at the terminals on the AC side of the inverter.

Although, this means lack of aperiodic stability criterion, but

allows to avoid the potential distortions introduced by differ-

entiating systems. In order to investigate the negative impact

of introduced feedback from the AC voltage on the quali-

ty of filtration additional experiments were carried out with

a passive filter is off, whose results are shown in Figs. 11

and 12. The active filter worked with voltage feedback coef-

ficient kup = 0.0075.

Fig. 11. Waveforms of phase input grid voltages (upper fig-

ures 600 V/div) and currents drawn from the grid (lower figures

250 A/div) for system without the filter

Fig. 12. Waveforms of phase input grid voltages (upper fig-

ures 600 V/div) and currents drawn from the grid (lower figures

250 A/div) for system with the filter on

The filter reduced the level of distortion of the supply

current THDi of the value of 24.5% to 5.72% and voltage

distortion from 9.49% to 3.60%.

The results of the FA3-200K-600 filter presented in this

article are in addition to the results described in [13].

7. Conclusions

The results of simulation and experimental studies show that

for the power system in which the active filter compensates

the distortion power introduced both by a non-linear load and

a displacement reactive power introduced by a serial reso-

nant circuit passive filter, the stability of the system can be

ensured by a feedback from the AC voltage. In a practical sys-

tem, bringing the signal proportional to the voltage provided

a stable operation of the filter.

According to a study presented in [2], in the case of a

purely capacitive load, the weight derivative of AC voltage is

dominant.

Taking into account the conclusions of [2] and the results

presented in this paper it can be stated that the signal pro-

portional to the AC mains voltage and the derivative of this

signal provides – for the described control algorithm – sta-

ble operation of an active filter in the system with capacitive

load maintaining good dynamic parameters with regard to the

reproduction of sinusoidal shape of the supply current at a

sudden change of active power consumed by the receiver.

However, compliance with the assumption that the solu-

tion of the characteristic equation is a quadruple real root,

requires the introduction of the three signals to the control

system. The analysis and testing of both simulation and exper-

imental, selected results which are presented in the article, it

follows that the values of the coefficients set by Eqs. (36), (37)

and (39) ensure the stable operation of the active filter, used

as a compensator of deformation power and/or displacement

capacitive reactive power contributed by the serial resonant

LC circuit of a passive filter with a total power equal to the

rated filter power.
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